Testimonial of Ahlam M. Abu-Jadallah
APTLD 75 Meeting

It is my pleasure to write about such an amazing meeting as APTLD 75th Members
Meeting joint with the 6th ME DNS Forum. It was a brilliant idea to join both
meetings together.
To begin with, the logistics before and during the meeting organized nicely, so I
managed to obtain my visa in time and without need to go anywhere just while I am
in my office. I appreciate that so much 
Speaking of sessions, APTLD and DNS Forum offered diversity of choices;
Technical and Business, any participant could choose among them. There where
sessions about GDPR, Policies, DNS Root Concept, IDN and UA, Registry Services,
Registrants Rights and Responsibilities, DNS Operations, DAAR and sure the
APTLD Annual General Meeting.
I think that such meeting help both business and technical people to share their
knowledge with others and enhance their experiences as they give an opportunity to
meet professionals from different companies and network with them efficiently.

In addition, it gave chances to small countries like Jordan to get good help from big,
known and experienced companies to work on our DNS Industry and improve it
within the region.
For me, such meeting gave me the chance to meet and contact some companies who
were so interested to help the Jordanian Registry to upgrade the current environment
and enhance the used technologies and policies to meet the global standards.
I really encourage any techy or businessperson in the APTLD community to try to
attend such a meeting and to remain involved in different working groups there.
Judging my experience, I also recommend that APTLD should keep supporting its
Members’ technical staff by sending that as Fellows to attend APTLD Meetings,
DNS Forum, RIPE NCC Trainings and ICANN Meetings.
I had a very useful and great time there.

